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BEST BET R6 13:25

Orara Dan
T: Gary Smith

The Hounds Says: Smart pup with high speed, has
been scintillating early in his career and remains
unbeaten over this T/D, clearly the one to beat
again

NEXT BEST R11 14:54

Zenithar
T: Judith Gordon

The Hounds Says: Very impressive winner here
last week in 25.18, well drawn inside again and will
take all sorts of beating if he repeats that run

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 8, 4, 1 
Race 6 - 5 
Race 7 - 8, 4, 3 
Race 8 - 5, 1 

$20 for 111.11%

R1 LADBROKES MAIDEN Maiden 350m 11:47

TO STONE LIGHTER (2) lacks early zip but can get
mobile mid race, placed in 3 of 5 starts over this
T/D and finds the right race today. MAGIC
CHARM (7) is a 39 start maiden but it isn't a fair
reflection of her ability, ran well again last week
and gets another chance. KULU STAN (4) has the
speed to be prominent early and DARKSEID (6)
can threaten

1. N/A
2.
3. N/A
4.
6. N/A
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R2 WESTLAWN FINANCE MAIDEN Maiden 350m 12:04

ANIMOSUS (7) is risky at box rise but has a turn
of speed when hitting the ground, has run well in
both starts over this T/D and looks a leading
contender. TRANQUIL RILEY (6) went well here
two back and from a litter which has produced
early winners. SPREAD SHEET (4) comes through
a fast race on debut at Casino and BRAND NEW
DAY (2) can improve

1.
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5. N/A
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R3 LADBROKE IT! 5th Grade 350m 12:24

COLONEL TRIGGER (7) was impressive here last
week when a short price favourite, not ideally
suited back in trip but has plenty of quality and
will be strong late. MODERN MELODY (2) has
plenty of upside, dominant maiden winner last
week in slick figures and can go right on with it.
HARAKA SANA (3) and PHANTOM MENACE (5)
should also be competitive

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R4 CLARENCE VALLEY SHEDS 5th Grade 350m 12:46

TRANQUIL LINDY (1) is a smart pup with high
speed, already a 3 time winner over this T/D and
should be able to burn through and lead them
today, very hard to beat. KELSO QUEEN (8) won
impressively here last start in 20.04, handles a
wide draw and can go back to back. MISS MEL (7)
has made a solid start to her career and GO
BANANAS (6) can threaten

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R5LADBROKES BOOST 5TH GRADE FINAL 5th
Grade Series F

5th
Grade 350m13:08

Wide open heat with chances galore....TRANQUIL
BEN (8) was dynamite in the heats last week
when winning in 19.88, will get clear air down the
outside and still on the improve. SUPER TIE (4)
was equally impressive in a BON 19.85, sticky
draw but can threaten. SON OF DALMORE (1) is
drawn to receive favours and CASH BANDIT (3) is
flying

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R6 LADBOKES PUNTER ASSIST Free For All 350m 13:25

ORARA DAN (5) is a promising pup with high
speed, has been scintillating over this T/D where
he is 5 from 5 with a 19.69pb, clearly the one to
beat again. HOOTIN' ANNIE (2) will be rushing
forward in the initial stages and always runs
honestly in these open sprints. LENORA (4) gave
a sight in similar company here last week and
can fill the trifecta

1. N/A
2.
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips
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R7 VILLAGE GREEN HOTEL 1-2 WINS 1-2 Wins F 5th Grade 450m 13:43

TRANQUIL NEBO (8) is a risky beginner but does
have a turn of speed and placed in 4 of 6 over
this T/D, finds a suitable race and looks a leading
contender. CHARLOTTE'S WAY (4) hasn't fired
since a break but shown enough ability to trouble
these and can improve. SYMI FORTUNA (3) is
racing very consistently and SMOOTH BELLA (2)
has claims

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R8 2GF/FM 104.7 CLARENCE VALLEY 1-2 WINS 1-2
Wins F

5th
Grade 450m 14:02

HOOKS AND RIDE (5) is a talented pup with good
early speed, on trial over this trip but can burn to
the lead and take all sorts of catching. TALK
ABOUT KAOS (1) has a solid record over this T/D
and drawn to see every chance, must be
respected. ZAMBORA TRICK (8) gave a sight in
25.74 here last start and is capable of
threatening with a repeat

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R9 TVATI 4th/5th Grade 350m 14:19

Good clash between a couple of talented
pups...MODERN MESSAGE (2) has put together 4
straight wins over this T/D and ideally drawn to
find the lead again, huge chance. WHACKY JACKY
(6) will also be burning forward early, already a 3
time winner here with a 19.80pb, big show.
DASHING THUNDER (8) will be strong late and
SAMMY'S TURN (3) has claims

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R10 GRNSW PATHWAYS 5th Grade 350m 14:37

SLIPPING AWAY (6) is suited coming back to this
grade, can struggle to put a race away but run
well over this T/D multiple times previously, hard
to beat. IN THE TALK (4) comes off a last start
placing here in 20.36 and a repeat of that
performance will go very close today. SPEEDY
BONUS (1) is drawn to receive favours and the
kennel is going well

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R11 LADBROKES EASY FORM 5th Grade 450m 14:54

ZENITHAR (1) was very impressive here last week
when winning in 25.18, ideally drawn on the
inside again and will take all sorts of beating with
a repeat. COUNTRY DOUBLE (8) goes well here
with a 25.23pb and can burn down the outside
early, big show. BOBBY RISSOLE (3) is a
consistent youngster who still has scope to
improve, keep safe

1.
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5. N/A
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips
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